CLOUD-BASED WEB-TO-PRINT

Prepress automation workflow software that is simple, integrated, mobile, and collaborative.

WHY CHOOSE

SMART CHANGE STARTS HERE.

?

AUTOMATED PREPRESS WORKFLOW SYSTEM
Manage customer jobs, files, and deadlines
easily and quickly.
Aleyant tFLOW simplifies difficult file
management tasks to optimize efficiency and
production throughput by providing online
preflighting and collaboration, automatic proof
creation, file submission, asset and project
management, file fixing, automated prepress,
color management, imposition, and reporting.

100% connectivity
With management
and preprinting
systems

Prepress automation
Automate repetitive
prepress tasks

Eliminate errors
It eliminates
redundant manual
touchpoints

Auto preflighting
Files are not just
checked, but also
fixed automatically

Online colaboration
You will be able to
collaborate real-time

Increase profits
tFLOW will
allow you to run
more jobs
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AUTOMATING YOUR SUCCESS
Aleyant’s automated print software solutions create a solid foundation for growing your print business (and customer count)
by automating daily print processes such as ordering, pricing, file correction, production, customer service, and more.
Our automation print software reduces manual touches, errors, and production time for your print shop. With it, you can connect
online design to B2C and B2B online print stores. Connect your print store to estimating, production management, and to
customer service and prepress automation. You can use Aleyant software products separately, together, or with more than 1,500
third-party apps via direct API or Zapier. Start Automating Your Success today at aleyant.com.

Avoid delays, missed
deadlines, and costly mistakes
tFLOW eliminates
redundant manual
touchpoints

USE tFLOW TO ITS FULL POTENTIAL
WITH PROFESSIONAL SERVICES FROM
CANON SOLUTIONS AMERICA
Whether your business is large or small, remaining competitive in the global
economy means you need to concentrate on what makes you successful—your
core business. When selecting and implementing new technology, a highly skilled
technical team makes the difference for a successful deployment.
Canon Solutions America has the team of experts you need to help you acquire the right technology, solutions,
and services for your organization. From pre-sales analysis to post-sales support, our team of technical
professionals draws upon decades of technical expertise and real-world experience to help you obtain
the maximum benefit from your technology investment.

1-800-815-4000 CSA.CANON.COM/ALEYANT_TFLOW
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